
Multiple Operations Box (MOB) Fact Sheet:   
 
Re:  PelicanTM Products Canada Awarded Multi-Million Dollar Contract. 
 
Details: 
 
Throughout the 25 plus years that Pelican has been doing business with the Canadian Forces, it has supplied them with a 
myriad of Pelican Protector Cases for a number of uses: weapons transport, medical supplies, electronics and documents 
to name a few.  From our Micro Cases to our largest 1780 weapons transport case, Pelican has provided protection and 
transport cases to nearly every facet of the Canadian Military environment.  This also included Pelican Safety Lights for 
aircraft inspection, personnel lights and tactical needs.   
 
The Pelican 1630, just like the Multiple-Operations Box (MOB), is built tough to withstand severe impacts without harming 
your valuable equipment.  An o-ring seal locks out dust and moisture while the Automatic Pressure Equalization Valve 
allows the passing of air molecules to ensure that even after changes in altitude or air pressure you’ll easily be able to 
open your case.  The extendable handle, transport wheels, and a variety of interior options such as lid organizers, padded 
dividers or customizable foam make the Pelican 1630 Case a versatile and effective transport case. 
 
Contract Details: 

• Contract Parties: Department of National Defence (DND) and 
                                           Pelican Products, Inc. (Canada) 

• Product: MOB – Multiple Operations Box (Advanced Designed Pelican 1630 Case) 
• Qty: 33,000  

 
Benefits to Canadian Soldiers:  

 Ability to hold the CF (Canadian Forces), C7A2 riffle, without disassembly any further than rear 
take down pin 

 Extendable handle with dual wheels for ease of mobility  
 Light Weight - Weight does not exceed 30 lbs  
 Ergonomically designed folding handles, allowing two handed hold / lift  
 Dustproof and waterproof 
 Reinforced stainless steel lock hasps  
 Increased storage capacity, to accommodate the soldiers Operational and follow on equipment  
 25 year warranty, including operational military use  

 
Pelican History: 
 
From an old dirt floor in a garage and shoestring budget; Pelican Products came into existence.  Founder Dave Parker 
had a desire to develop unique and practical products for the dive market.  Through his diving experience he discovered 
that certain things were needed to make a dive complete which were simply not available, and he figured other must 
divers need them too.  The Pelican Float was its first product and patent into the Dive industry and Pelican has since been 
developing products for over 30 solid years into a wide variety of industries. 
 
Pelican was later developed into a multi-product, multi-industry company with a complete line of submersible and 
waterproof safety approved flashlights and equipment ProtectorTM cases.  Pelican is a growing strong ISO 9001:2000 
certified manufacturing and design corporation with over 500 employees worldwide.   
 
In the year 2000, the Pelican Products Inc. (Canada) head office in Edmonton, AB was formed to develop a truly national 
presence where Pelican lights and cases could be introduced to every industry in Canada.  From Law Enforcement to 
Communications, Medicine to Outdoor Sports, and our traditional participation in the Industrial, Dive, Fire & high tech 
industries, Pelican Canada has expanded its reach to virtually all markets. After all, everyone needs a Pelican! 
 
Pelican Canada offers the best of all worlds: great products, a successful history and above all, great people.  
 
Contact: Emily House, Pelican Canada, 780-481-6076, ehouse@pelican.ca  
 


